Theorem 2 for K = co is trivial-let / = P(to)
Then ƒ is the desired ideal. If U is not weakly selective, fix ƒ G *K unbounded mod U and such that there is no almost one-to-one g with g ~ ƒ (mod £/). Set 7=0/CK: Vp < K(LF H/-^{p})! < jc)}. LEMMA 
If US tin is weakly selective and not regular, then there is a K-complete ideal I C P(K) -U which is dense in U mod(< K).
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The next crucial lemma needed in the proof of Lemma 3 is due to A. Kanamori [6] . LEMMA 4 [6] . If UG JJLK is not regular then there is a least (mod If) almost one-to-one function f E K K.
PROOF IN OUTLINE. Suppose that Lemma 4 is false. One can then construct by induction almost one-to-one functions f 0L E K K (a E /c) such
that for all a < j3 < K, fp <f a (mod If), and in addition, if j3 is limit, then for all a < |3 and all p E K, fp(p) <f a (p). We now define sets x a E U (a < fc, a successor) as follows. If a = y + n where y < K, y is limit and 1 < n E co, then *<*= {P<K: Vm E co(0 <m <n -+ ƒ» </ 7+m (p))}.
It can be shown that {x a : a < K, a successor } regularizes U. IxeJiyCf-^x))}.
